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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis is two-fold: First, it presents the refereed work on the idea of embedding 

households, or more broadly economic agents, in building energy models. Second, it discusses 

the insights that are gained by applying this method and through its linkage with a partial 

equilibrium model of the greater energy system. 

 

In response to electricity price changes, households make explicit behavioural adjustments or 

energy efficiency purchase decisions to maximize their welfare. Those decisions entail a 

combination of thermostat set-point adjustments, turning off lights, re-arranging the appliance 

loads, and the ability to purchase from a given slate of energy efficiency measures. I have 

included improved air conditioner performance, upgrades to the thermal insulation of the 

dwelling, more-efficient lighting, and efficient window panels. Using Saudi Arabia as a case study, 

two key insights are derived from performing a modelling analysis for archetypical villas: 

• Energy efficiency investment lowers the need for energy conservation. Raising energy 

efficiency subsidies causes households to reduce their energy conservation. 

• As energy efficiency subsidies and electricity prices rise, the difference in household 

spending on other goods and services widens between the highest efficiency case and no 

added efficiency. This indirect rebound effect causes a situation where firms may increase 

their production to meet the additional demand from households for their goods, which will 

require more energy. 

 

Furthermore, the households’ electric power load profiles change during the year due to those 

behavioural and energy efficiency decisions. The Saudi power system experiences these two 

benefits in the long-run from charging real-time prices (RTP) for electricity: 

• RTP reduces the variability of the marginal costs to Saudi power utilities throughout the day.  

• The lowered investment in power plants brought upon by introducing RTP would more than 

cover the costs of residential smart meter replacements.  
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Commentary 

 

1.1. Background and motivation 

 

I have worked at the King Abdullah Petroleum Studies and Research Center (KAPSARC) since 

August 2011. Shortly after I was hired, a group of colleagues and I started working on what would 

become the KAPSARC Energy Model (KEM). KEM was developed from scratch as a partial 

equilibrium energy system model for Saudi Arabia. It is primarily designed for countries that 

exhibit energy prices that deviate from their marginal costs or values of demand. As detailed in 

the next section, KEM represents the operational and investment decisions of six energy or 

energy-intensive sectors in the Saudi economy.  

 

Thereafter, there was a desire to represent the demand-side of energy in KEM. The team 

explored options for modelling the end-use demand for transportation and electricity. In 

particular, it explored the integration of empirical estimations for aggregate residential electricity 

demand elasticities. Following about two years of estimation that yielded unsatisfactory price 

elasticity information, it was concluded that the infrequent changes1 and low Saudi residential 

electricity prices made it difficult to discern a robust statistical impact. Saudi Arabia had fixed and 

 

1 The average price paid may have slightly fluctuated from year to year, but the progressive/tiered tariffs offered to 
households were fixed and low during this time period. 
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low nominal electricity prices for residential customers from October 2000 until December 2015 

(Electricity & Co-generation Regulatory Authority (ECRA), 2016).  

 

In this vein, the final approach presented in this thesis merges microeconomic fundamentals with 

physical principles to model household demand response due to an electricity price change. 

Given a pricing scheme, the building energy model calculates electricity hourly load and 

expenditure parameters that are then fed to a utility-maximizing problem. The utility problem 

allows an analyst to calculate elasticities ex-post. The approach provides specific behavioural and 

energy efficiency responses to electricity price changes. 

 

While the focus is on Saudi Arabia for the aforementioned reasons, the applicability of the 

residential electricity use framework presented below can extend to other countries or regions. 

The data inputs would simply have to change. The particular questions of interest are: 

• How could economic and physical factors related to electricity use be merged in a single 

framework? 

• How do various electricity pricing schemes affect household welfare and hourly power 

load curve?  

• Can households’ demand elasticities for electricity differ seasonally? 

• What are the possible manifestations of direct and indirect rebound as a result of 

subsidized energy efficiency? 

• How would the Saudi power sector be impacted if real-time prices were implemented? 
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The work presented in this thesis began in Paper B as an extension to Paper A, and developed 

further in Papers D, E, F, G, and H. A summary of the papers submitted for the degree of PhD by 

Publication is provided in Sections 1.4 and 1.5.  

 

1.1.1. The KAPSARC Energy Model (KEM) 

 

Although KEM plays a role in the papers submitted in this thesis, it is not the key focus. Therefore, 

before detailing Papers A to H, a brief overview of KEM is presented here. KEM is a multi-sector 

energy system model for Saudi Arabia. Shown in Figure 1, it consists of six energy or energy-

intensive sectors. They are electricity generation and transmission, cement production, 

petrochemical and fertilizers, oil refining, water desalination for municipal water use, and oil and 

natural gas extraction and transport. The model characterizes the operational and investment 

decisions of each of those sectors. In it, each sector aims to either minimize its own cost or 

maximize its own profit. An equilibrium state is found between them using a mixed-

complementarity formulation. KEM or its sectoral components have been previously peer-

reviewed as shown by Paper A, Paper B, Paper C, Matar et al. (2015, 2016, 2017), Matar and 

Elshurafa (2017, 2018), Matar and Shabaneh (2020). A past version of it is described in KAPSARC 

(2016). 
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Figure 1 – The KAPSARC Energy Model (KEM) 

(Source: KAPSARC, 2016) 

 

As Figure 2 shows, the model disaggregates Saudi Arabia into four regions that are consistent 

with the operating areas of the Saudi Electricity Company (SEC). KEM may run in either static-in-

time or dynamic forms. We have included the degradation of PV panels over their lifetimes, 

whether the model is run in single-year, long-run steady-state fashion or dynamically. The term 

“long-run” is defined as a steady-state that happens at some point in the future. 
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Figure 2 – The four Saudi regions represented in the analysis 

(Source: KAPSARC, 2016) 

 

 

The power generation sector is directly linked to household electricity demand in our analyses. 

As such, it is further detailed in this section. It is formulated to minimize costs to meet power 

load demand. It covers all existing power plant technologies in the Saudi power system and a 

group of prospective ones. The conversion from open-cycle gas turbines (GT) to combined-cycle 

(CC) plants is solely an activity, and the resulting converted CC plant may have different 

operational characteristics than a new investment in a CC power plant. Thermal plants are 

characterized by heat rates (or net thermal efficiency in percent), variable and fixed operation 

and maintenance costs, ramping costs and capital costs in the case for new investment. 
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Central 
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In addition, prospective technologies that Saudi Arabia may deploy, like nuclear power and solar 

thermal power, are also incorporated for future investment. The representation of concentrating 

solar power (CSP) in the current version of KEM is limited to parabolic trough technology with 

molten salt thermal energy storage. The storage mechanism allows for flexible size settings by 

the analyst. Other renewable power generation technologies included in KEM are photovoltaics 

(PV) and onshore wind turbines.  

 

The planning reserve margin in the model requires that the model has enough reliable capacity 

to exceed the expected hourly peak load by 10%. This is a default setting and may be changed by 

the analyst. If the existing capacity at any point produces less than the required margin, 

additional capacity that contributes to it would have to be built. Renewable technologies are not 

able to contribute to this margin in the presented case studies. More information on data inputs 

is detailed by Paper C. Those data are used in Papers C to H. 

 

Due to the intermittent nature of solar radiation availability and wind speeds, the additional costs 

of operating spinning reserves are also incorporated when operating their capacity. For a given 

generation during a load segment, the model imposes 20% of the generation (in GW) to be met 

by up-spinning reserves. These reserves are subtracted from the capacity that can be operated 

and include additional fuel consumption costs that are a fraction of normal consumption costs.  

 

To keep the size of KEM manageable, the model makes operational decisions for representative 

weekdays and weekends in the summer, winter, and an intermediate seasonal period for each 
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region. Three seasonal periods, two days, and four regions amount to 24 individual load curves 

per year of analysis. Furthermore, it discretizes each of those days into eight load segments as 

opposed to 24 hours in a day.  

 

The chronological power load curves for households are determined by the residential electricity 

use framework. Those power loads are then fed into KEM to form the total load demand that the 

power generation has to meet. The electric power sector then makes the appropriate operational 

and plant investment decisions in the long run. The operational decisions include the levels of 

chronological fuel use, which would change as the households respond to changing electricity 

prices by altering their loads. Other sectors, like the oil refining industry, may subsequently 

change their operations in pursuit of an equilibrium among the sectors. 

 

 

1.1.2. Residential electricity pricing in Saudi Arabia 

 

The analyses presented herein are for households located in Saudi Arabia, where electricity tariffs 

are administered Kingdom-wide by the Saudi government through ministerial decrees. The 

average household in Saudi Arabia consumed about 24 MWh of electricity in 2014 (Paper C). The 

high level of electricity use is partially due to historically low prices, which have also been 

unchanged in nominal terms from 2000 to 2015 (Electricity and Co-generation Regulatory 

Authority (ECRA), 2011). Those tariffs started at 1.33 cents/kWh for the first 2 MWh consumed 

and progressively increased to 6.93 cents/kWh for every unit consumed beyond 10 MWh in a 
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billing period. The price changes in early 2016 only affected large users (ECRA, 2016). The tariffs 

for the two lowest consumption brackets, in which the majority of consumers lie, were changed 

in 2018 (Water and Electricity Regulatory Authority (WERA), 2021). Table 1 displays the evolution 

of electricity tariffs since 2000. Saudi Arabia has favored the use of tiered, or progressive, tariff 

schemes. Although these tariffs seem low, the average tariff paid by all consumers in 2019 

reflected the average cost of electricity generation, transmission, and distribution (Matar, 2020). 

This is because local prices of fuels used by power utilities have also been low, as discussed later. 

 

Table 1 – Residential electricity tariffs in Saudi Arabia 

 (Sources: ECRA, 2011, 2016; WERA, 2021) 

Monthly 
consumption 

(MWh) 

Tariffs from 2000 to 
2015 

(US cents per kWh) 

Tariffs from 2016 to 
2017 

(US cents per kWh) 

Tariffs from 2018 to 
now 

(US cents per kWh) 

≤ 2 1.33 1.33 

4.80 2 < and ≤ 4 2.67 2.67 

4 < and ≤ 6 3.20 5.33 

6 < and ≤ 7 4.00 

8.00 8.00 

7 < and ≤ 8 5.33 

8 < and ≤ 9 5.87 

9 < and ≤ 10 6.40 

More than 10 6.93 

 

 

The 2018 residential electricity price change was part of a broader energy price reform wave that 

came with other fiscal policy changes, like the imposition of a value-added tax. These reforms 

gave rise to a direct cash transfer program called Citizen’s Account. The direct transfers are only 

given to Saudi citizens, unlike past subsidy schemes, and vary by the beneficiary’s income; there 
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is an income cut-off point after which no direct transfers are made. The program distributed2 

$7.28 billion in 2018 and $8.08 billion in 2019. 

 

The Saudi government has introduced higher residential energy efficiency standards in recent 

years to mitigate high electricity use. Starting in 2013, the Saudi Standards, Metrology and 

Quality Organization (SASO) established new standards for air conditioners, increasing their 

minimum energy efficiency ratio (EER). The minimum air conditioning EER as of 2018 is 11.8 

BTU/Wh at T1 temperature conditions (SASO, 2018). The Saudi government further mandated 

that all new residences must be thermally insulated to secure connection to the grid.  

 

More recently, Saudi Arabia began replacing conventional analogue electricity use meters with 

digital meters for residential customers in 2020. Argaam (2019) reports that the total cost of 

replacement is 9 billion Saudi riyals. The cost is being wholly covered by the Saudi government. 

Once this change is complete, SEC3 will have simpler billing operations, access to time-of-use 

power load information, and in the scope of this analysis, the ability to charge time-varying 

electricity rates.  

 

 

 

2 Summing the monthly appropriations on portal.ca.gov.sa and media reports.  
3 The Saudi Electricity Company is the sole local electricity retailer at the moment. 
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1.1.3. Electricity pricing 

 

Given that a focus of the presented papers is on electricity pricing schemes, this section gives a 

brief overview of how electricity pricing is typically structured. In economic theory, pricing of a 

good is deemed efficient when its marginal cost of supply is equal to the marginal value of its 

demand (Dewees, 2001). Generally, the short-run marginal costs of electricity generators are 

used to instantaneously decide who generates to satisfy the demanded power load. If the 

electricity price is fixed, the intra-day matching of supply and demand is entirely shouldered by 

the power suppliers. Conversely, wholesale and retail electricity markets attempt to ensure 

economic efficiency by having both the quantities supplied and demanded adjust based on an 

equilibrium price that is discovered simultaneously. In this case, the highest marginal generation 

cost equals the highest marginal value of demand. When it comes to electricity, this dance is 

performed constantly throughout the day. Due to the electric power load variation and the lack 

of widespread electricity storage, the short-run marginal costs, and thus the equilibrium prices, 

vary throughout the day. In practice, however, most regions do not have a market where 

suppliers and consumers can quickly respond to differing power loads or prices throughout the 

day.   

 

Electricity pricing schemes may be designed to vary by consumption amount or over time, or they 

could be designed to not vary at all. For consumers, Faruqui et al. (2012) discuss the trade-off 

between the volatility of electricity prices and the benefit for various pricing schemes. Benefit is 
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defined as the discount in billed value compared to experiencing a completely static price. It is 

gained by passing through the instantaneous cost of electricity delivery, and thus making demand 

temporally adjust over time. Consumers would then gain the possibility of having lower bills. 

Faruqui et al. (2012) posit, as Figure 3 illustrates, that the marginal benefit to consumers with 

respect to the volatility of price diminishes as electricity approaches full dynamism, or real-time 

pricing. The real-time price (RTP) of electricity effectively means a time-varying price that reflects 

the instantaneous cost of generation, transmission, and distribution. Although the risk, defined 

by price volatility, increases as electricity pricing approaches RTP, the corresponding risk 

decreases for power generators. Under RTP, generators are more flexible with their production 

to match the equilibrium price throughout the day. Ultimately, a compromise between suppliers 

and consumers has to be found. 

 

Figure 3 – The conceptual relationship between expected reward and the risk to consumers  

(Source: adapted from Faruqui et al., 2012) 
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Dutta and Mitra (2017) classify static and dynamic electricity pricing into the categories broadly 

shown in Table 2. Flat and tiered tariffs do not require a meter that measures electricity use by 

time-of-day. A key argument for replacing a flat tariff or a tiered scheme with dynamic electricity 

prices is that the latter set of prices will move us closer to matching cost with price throughout 

the day. In this thesis, the electricity pricing schemes assessed are shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 2 – Electricity pricing schemes  

(Based on Dutta and Mitra, 2017) 

Pricing scheme Brief description 

Flat tariffs A single electricity price throughout time. 

Tiered tariffs 

Prices scale with the quantity of electricity use 

in every billing period. Different quantity tiers 

are applied regionally. 

Seasonal tariffs 
Static electricity prices in each seasonal 

period. 

Time-of-use (ToU) tariffs 

Time-varying rates that are fixed to incentivize 

customers to shift their load to certain times 

of the day. 

Critical peak pricing 
A dynamic electricity price that is highest 

during the peak load segment. 

Real-time price (RTP) 

A dynamic electricity price that is reflective of 

an instantaneous marginal cost of supply. 

Instantaneity can come in various time scales. 

Peak time rebates 

Rebates that are provided to customers for 

electricity use below a pre-determined 

quantity. 
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Table 3 – Electricity pricing structures analysed in this thesis  

Pricing scheme Papers incorporating the pricing schemes 

Flat tariffs Papers C and D 
Tiered tariffs Papers D, E, F, G, and H 

ToU tariffs Papers B, D, E, F, and G 

RTP Papers C, E, and H 

 

 

1.2. Summary of Papers A through G  

 

Price-based demand response is a subset of demand-side management (Yang et al., 2018). 

Electricity prices may rise if they were previously subsidized by the government, if production 

costs rise, or if policymakers want to design electricity prices that induce certain behaviour; 

however, raising prices can also adversely affect industrial competitiveness and social welfare. 

Therefore, it is important to better understand the drivers of customers’ demand in the case of 

electricity prices rises, which is central to the published papers submitted in this thesis (detailed 

in Annex 1). 

 

Paper A presents a physical residential electricity use model that is linked to KEM and had the 

aspiration to eventually incorporate an electricity price response element. After an attempt by 

Paper B to do that, an idea arose to merge the principles of microeconomics with the physical 

laws that govern energy flows. Such merger effectively embeds households, or more broadly 

economic agents, in a building energy model. It also avails an analyst with the ability to assess 

the impact of time-varying electricity pricing schemes on the power load curves. Modelling this 
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temporal attribute to pricing could inform how the total load curve that power plants have to 

satisfy would change. Which in turn gives us an indication if, or to what extent, power system 

operations and investment would be impacted. Even if statistical approaches are sufficient to 

extract some temporally aggregated information about the historical response to price, the latest 

methodology presented in this thesis could be used in conjunction to ascertain other effects in 

the energy system.  

 

Paper A uses archetypical dwellings that include villas, apartments, and traditional houses in 

Saudi Arabia. The paper links the residential electricity use model and KEM to assess the 

individual and combined short-run effects of higher cooling efficiency and thermal insulation on 

the Saudi energy system. By observing how those two energy efficiency measures interact and 

affect the aggregate power load curve, it measures the short-run adjustments in electricity fuel 

use and power plant technology dispatch. Thus, examining the change in short-run power system 

costs to meet electricity demand. An important thing to acknowledge is that the combined 

implementation of energy efficiency measures does not produce the additive energy-saving 

benefit of each measure individually.  

 

As an extension and a first attempt of incorporating electricity price, Paper B explores 

hypothetical time-of-use (ToU) tariffs in Saudi Arabia for households. That analysis does not 

strictly employ microeconomic foundations to come up with short-run price response decisions. 

It alternatively relies on ad-hoc algorithms to represent how households with varied behavioural 

characteristics would respond to the ToU tariffs. The algorithms pertain to indoor thermostat 
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adjustment and appliance load shifting. The ToU tariff structure entails charging 9 US cents per 

kWh during the summer peak in Saudi Arabia, from noon to 5 pm. The average price that is paid 

in the summer in a case without ToU pricing is applied to all other hours. In addition to the 

physical archetypes used by Paper A, Paper B incorporates low- and high-income households that 

have varying behavioural attributes such as tolerance for thermal discomfort and inconvenience 

cost to guide the algorithms. It finds that the demand for electricity can fall up to 22% in the 

afternoon; however, the possible increased power load in the morning hours due to appliance 

load shifting can negate this reduction in the afternoon peak. Under the range of behavioural 

settings, residences would change their annual electricity use by -3 TWh to +1.5 TWh, relative to 

the base case. 

 

In the linkage of the residential electricity use model and KEM, Paper B also explores the short-

run effects of ToU electricity pricing on other sectors in the economy. Namely, the electricity, oil 

upstream, and oil refining sectors. Depending on the behavioural attributes of the households, 

the yearly change in oil use by the electricity sector would be -26 thousand barrels per day to +12 

thousand barrels per day. That oil use range would vary significantly by season. 

 

Also using KEM, Paper C employs the statistical price elasticity value found by Atalla and Hunt 

(2016) to assess the effects of different residential electricity pricing schemes on the Saudi energy 

system. Paper C goes a step further by estimating the disaggregate price elasticities for each daily 

load segment that would be consistent with the annual elasticity estimate. The analysis in Paper 

C is performed using a static-in-time version of KEM that is calibrated to the year 2015. It analyses 
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various residential electricity pricing schemes in conjunction with fuel price deregulation, or 

liberalization for some fuels, to devise an economic equilibrium state for the energy system. The 

pricing schemes analysed are: 

• The prices imposed in 2015. 

• Average-cost pricing (a flat tariff). 

• Lifeline prices, which entail a specific quantity per month sold at a subsidized rate. Any 

electricity that is demanded above this quantity is sold at the marginal cost of electricity 

service. 

• Time-varying prices, akin to real-time prices. 

 

Paper C presents how the shapes of the daily load curves would change in response to the 

imposition of long-run average-cost electricity pricing, dynamic electricity prices, and a lifeline 

electricity pricing case that is meant as supportive of low-income households. Since the electricity 

demand falls with electricity prices that reflect the marginal values of the fuels input for power 

generation, the long-run marginal value of natural gas demand at equilibrium falls as its scarcity 

in the Saudi energy system is reduced.  

 

As the basis for the remainder of the thesis, Papers D, E, F, G, and H subsequently formulate a 

different method for computing household electricity demand response to electricity prices. 

Figure 4 illustrates the final version of the coupling of the residential building energy model and 

the microeconomic components in those papers. Paper F describes the notation used in Figure 

4. The particular building energy model employed is the one introduced by Paper A. In the 
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microeconomic component, households’ decisions are guided by a utility function that measures 

their welfare or satisfaction (Johansson, 1991). In the latest version of the model shown in Figure 

4, a constant elasticity of substitution (CES) utility function is incorporated. 

 

 

Figure 4 – Coupling of the physical and microeconomic components 

 

The method entails households that make decisions to behaviourally respond and/or make 

energy efficiency investment to maximizing their welfare. It is worth mentioning that others, 

most notably Simon (1957, 1997, 2001), have advanced the idea of bounded rationality. Bounded 
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rationality posits that the cognitive limitations of human beings hinder their ability to make 

decisions that yield greatest satisfaction. It also claims that human beings satisfice and often 

behave heuristically. The idea deviates from neoclassical economics, which presumes households 

behave so as to maximize welfare subject to some constraints (Savage, 1954). The method 

presented in this thesis adopts the neoclassical approach, adding one more implicit constraint 

that households do not have infinite energy efficiency options from which to choose. The energy 

efficiency measures incorporated in the approach are detailed by Paper F and G. 

 

Physical factors may also play an important role in household behaviour. These physical factors 

extend beyond outdoor temperature. The analyses presented in the thesis show how decisions 

differ if the dwelling under study were better insulated, for example, for variable behavioural 

preferences.  

 

A first version of the approach is introduced by Paper D using a Cobb-Douglas utility function. It 

is limited by the number of behavioural measures that a household may exercise for the purpose 

of showing a graphical illustration of solution discovery. Households are only able to adjust the 

thermostat set-points in the summer, spring, and fall at once. Meaning, there is only one measure 

that they may use to respond to different electricity prices. Paper D incorporates four different 

households set in central Saudi Arabia. Those four were a combination of households who 

attained varying preference shares in the utility function and lived in two different physical 

dwellings. A dwelling that is characterized by existing data for villas, and one that had more 

efficient thermal insulation. Not only does the paper examine how households respond to 
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electricity prices by their welfare preferences, but it also looks at what role energy efficiency 

plays in that response.  

 

The household, living in a dwelling in the central region with less effective insulation and has a 

low preference for electricity, responds differently in different seasonal periods when subjected 

to an alternative progressive pricing structure, flat and ToU tariffs. The short-run price elasticities 

found in this analysis for low-electricity-preference households ranged from -0.05 to -0.35 in the 

summer and -0.06 to -0.54 in the spring and fall, depending on the pricing scheme analysed. The 

household would raise its thermostat set-point that varies by pricing scheme, and live in a slightly 

less thermally comfortable environment, to spend less on electricity. For households with high 

preference for electricity or living in a more-efficient environment, who would obviously spend 

less on electricity to start with, the higher electricity prices studied do not alter their decisions. 

Their price elasticity would effectively be zero. The result for households with higher efficiency 

was not anticipated, but it is intuitive after the fact.  

 

Those price elasticity estimates are based on Dalton’s formula, as described by Morrill (1983), 

and are only illustrative of the fact elasticities may be seasonal and depend on the pricing scheme 

analysed. Using the midpoint arc elasticity formula instead yields different values; however, the 

ordinal relationships between them remains the same. The midpoint formula is often called 

Allen’s arc elasticity (Daellenbach et al., 1991).  
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For added flexibility in response measures and also using a Cobb-Douglas utility specification, 

Paper E introduces seasonal thermostat adjustment as separate actions, turning off lights, or 

shifting of appliance power loads. It does not compute price elasticities, but the author’s 

intention is to examine the detailed actions that households take in response to electricity price 

changes. Paper E also applied the residential electricity use framework for the four household 

and dwelling types described in the previous paragraph. 

 

Although most electricity pricing scenarios and energy efficiency measures are different between 

Papers D and E, we find directional consistency between the two analyses for ToU pricing. 

Ultimately, air-conditioning use exhibits the greatest response because we have calibrated the 

model to a household that primarily uses electricity for cooling. Still, the increased flexibility of 

distinguishing seasons and hourly periods in a day, and the options to reduce electricity use for 

lighting and consumer electronics, yielded a more nuanced price response.  

 

Compared to Paper D, Paper E resulted in a more drastic response in the summer and a more 

subdued response in the spring and fall. It finds that a household in Saudi Arabia that has a low 

preference for electricity moderately adjusts the thermostat in response to the price change that 

took place in 2018. If the ToU prices were imposed, it would adjust the set-point by 1 oC during 

the off-peak hours, and by 1.5 oC during peak, in the summer; no response is observed in other 

seasons. RTP, which takes electricity prices as the time-varying marginal costs of electricity 

generation that are obtained in Paper C, would result in the greatest response. Paper E 

additionally found no response in the form of lighting usage, but there is a lower use of consumer 
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electronics. Alternatively, a high-preference household does not respond to any pricing schemes 

under study. 

 

Furthermore, higher energy efficiency lessens the households’ reaction to higher electricity 

prices. This is especially true in the case of low-electricity-preference households. Higher air-

conditioning energy efficiency ratio (EER) yields the greatest effects, to a point where the 

households would not adjust their thermostats or their usage of consumer electronics as 

electricity prices change.  

 

Papers F and G incorporate three features to the modelling framework. First, they introduce the 

capability of long-run response. Several energy efficiency options are included as possible 

purchase options for a household. Meaning, the household can make electricity price response 

decisions through different combinations of behavioural adjustments and energy efficiency 

purchase. Second, there is an energy efficiency subsidy parameter that may also be set from 0 

(no subsidy) to 1 (full subsidy). Third, a CES utility function is used in Papers F and G, replacing 

the Cobb-Douglas forms used in Papers D and E. In this respect, different utility functional forms 

and nested functions of varying flexibility4 could be incorporated. Due to the discrete nature of 

linking the utility-maximization problem with the building energy model, I acknowledge that the 

linkage is only an approximation of a demand function obtained by solving utility-maximization 

problem alone.  

 

4 Flexibility here refers to how own- and cross-price elasticities and income elasticities are implicitly defined for each 
utility functional form. 
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Given an electricity pricing scheme, the household in Paper F may choose any efficiency option 

in which to invest, which then also has an impact on the profile of the power load curve. 

Essentially, its decision will have an impact on hourly electricity demand information. While the 

paper showcases the results for households with a 30% discount rate, Appendix A5 shows the 

results for a villa in the central region of Saudi Arabia using a discount rate of 5%. The following 

notions are observed in Paper F:  

• The possibility for energy efficiency investment lowers the need for conservation at optimal 

consumer welfare. Consequently, raising monetary incentives that result in less personal 

expenditure on energy efficiency, households lessen the extent to which they practice 

conservation. 

• As energy efficiency subsidies and electricity prices rise, the difference in spending on other 

goods and services widens between the highest efficiency case and no added efficiency; the 

“highest efficiency” case in this paper incorporates an air conditioner with a base 15-

BTU/(Wh) EER, reduced infiltration, and light-emitting diode (LED) bulbs. The resulting 

indirect rebound causes a situation where firms would increase their production to meet 

additional demand. 

 

Moreover, an improved understanding of energy efficiency investment is sought by Paper G. It 

explores how households’ decision-making processes for incremental energy efficiency are 

 

5 Households are heterogeneous. As such, this work is only meant to provide insight given a set of assumed inputs. 
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altered once they install any other efficiency measure first. Complex physical interactions take 

place when energy efficiency measures are compounded. As such, those measures deemed 

economically sensible at the outset may be rendered uneconomic after another measure is 

installed first. 

 

Two electricity pricing cases are also incorporated to examine how pricing schemes may affect 

the results. They comprise the pricing scheme households in Saudi Arabia faced in 2017, and a 

ToU price that rises during peak summer demand. Higher average electricity prices in the ToU 

pricing scenario than in the base electricity price scenario cause welfare to fall. Higher electricity 

prices also make energy efficiency measures more attractive.  

 

In all but the southern region, marginal investment in higher EER when improved thermal 

insulation is already installed produces the lowest welfare loss of all initial efficiency measures in 

the base electricity case. However, it produces the lowest welfare gain in the ToU pricing case. In 

the summer, households pay less for electricity, on average, under the ToU pricing scheme than 

in the base case. However, they pay more on average under the ToU scenario than in the base 

case scenario during the rest of the year. This result provides useful information for designing 

electricity tariffs.  

 

In the central and eastern regions, investment in ‘improved thermal insulation’ when households 

already have higher EER air conditioning causes the highest welfare loss compared to when other 

measures are initially installed. This result is consistent in both electricity pricing schemes. In 
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western Saudi Arabia, variability in the typical household’s utility between marginal investment 

decisions for a given pre-existing measure are dampened.  

 

Paper G extends this work by theorizing one possible explanation of the ‘energy efficiency gap.’ 

The purpose of it is to explore the welfare losses or gains for a household by installing further 

energy efficiency on top of making the decision to purchase other efficiency measures. For 

example, how does the decision to retrofit thermal insulation change a household’s desire to 

install more efficient air conditioners.  

 

A further case study is presented by Paper H. It assesses the Saudi power system effects of 

charging households real-time electricity prices, as defined in the next two sections. The version 

of the residential electricity use framework is that detailed by Papers F and G. Saudi Arabia is 

used as a case study partially because it is a country that could make a great deal of progress on 

energy efficiency and electricity pricing.  

 

 

1.3. Summary of Paper H 

 

Fuel prices in Saudi Arabia are set by the government (ECRA, 2020a). Oil prices offered to power 

utilities deviate from their corresponding international market levels. Natural gas, which is not 

traded internationally and therefore not affected by external prices, is priced below its marginal 
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cost of production (Matar and Shabaneh, 2020). These prices produce low marginal costs of 

power generation, and do not signal the investment in more energy efficient or renewable 

technologies.  

 

The Saudi government has plans to set fuel prices more efficiently (Saudi Vision 2030, 2018). 

Hence, Paper H looks at the long-run marginal costs of power generation and delivery at the fuel 

prices offered to power plants at market prices (in the case of oil products) or marginal values of 

demand (in the case of natural gas). The model will invest in new power capacity based on these 

fuel prices. In this case, the country’s least-cost mix for electricity generation in the long-run has 

been shown in the past to consist of natural gas and renewable technologies (Paper C; Matar et 

al, 2017; Matar and Shabaneh, 2020). When this happens, the marginal cost for electricity supply 

in the summer is lowest during the middle of the day. This is due to the operation profile of 

photovoltaic (PV) plants with no electricity storage. 

 

Along with liberalized fuel prices, Paper H specifies RTP as the time-varying long-run marginal 

costs of electricity supply. This assumes perfect transmission of costs to retail prices. RTP is 

offered solely to households in this exercise, while the electricity prices charged to other 

consumer segments are not changed. This analysis applies RTP to all households and seeks to 

examine its effects on the power system at-large.  
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The focus of the case study presented in Paper H is to assess the following power system effects 

for the case RTPs are applied and one where they are not: 1.) The marginal electricity supply costs 

at perfect (or competitive) equilibrium, 2.) the investment amount in electricity generation in the 

long run, and 3.) natural gas use in the power system. 

 

It is worth noting that the Saudi power system experiences the highest power load in the middle 

of a summer day. If RTP were implemented, consumers would observe the lower electricity prices 

right when their demand is highest. The local electricity regulator may not want this coincidence 

to take place. To remedy this, it could apply a subscription-based electricity service, or design a 

dynamic pricing scheme that is highest during the peak hours of the summer months. Doing so 

could reduce the peak of the Saudi load duration curve; depicted in Figure 5 for the first 500 

hours in the 2018 Saudi load duration curve (ECRA, 2020b). The plot shows that to achieve a 1-

GW reduction in the system peak, only 10 hours – in 5 separate days – would have to be targeted. 
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Figure 5 – The first 500 hours in the 2019 load duration curve for Saudi Arabia  

(Source: ECRA, 2020b) 

 

1.3.2. Methods used in Paper H 

 

Paper H soft-links the version of the residential electricity use framework presented in Paper F 

with KEM. The idea behind this linkage is that price elasticities are determined endogenously and 

implicitly6. I use archetypical villas, apartments, and traditional houses in the four regions of Saudi 

Arabia depicted in Figure 2. The regions have varying socio-economic and climatic attributes. The 

only difference in the residential model from Paper F comes down to the specification of income. 

Income is here specified differently for low- and high-income households as described by 

Appendix B. 

 

6 The price elasticity is not directly output by the model. Analysts may use discrete elasticity formulas as an ex-post 
calculation to estimate it. 
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In Paper H, KEM is run in a long-run static mode. Hence, the model outputs the long-run marginal 

costs for those load segments. A single marginal cost is an average of the costs for a few hours 

during the day. Essentially, the residential electricity use model outputs the power load curve 

information based on its determined behavioural adjustments and/or energy efficiency 

purchase. The residential power load curve is added to those of the other consumer segments. 

The energy system model outputs the operational decisions of the power system in meeting that 

load demand.  The linkage entails iterating between the two models until both the load curves 

and the electricity prices converge.  

 

 

1.3.3. Results of Paper H 

 

The energy amounts contained in the fuels used by the power sector are shown in Figure 6. There 

are two fuel price cases shown: the administered fuel prices and liberalized fuel prices. The 

administered fuel price case is joined with only the 2017 electricity prices just to highlight the 

present fuel mix. As a consequence of fuel price liberalization, the electric power sector utilizes 

more natural gas and invests in renewable power capacity relative to the status quo. The current 

use of oil becomes excessively costly in the long-run. For the case in which fuel prices are 

liberalized, 2017 electricity pricing and RTP are analysed. Directionally, the difference between 

the fuel use results of the administered and liberalized fuel prices is consistent with Matar et al. 

(2016, 2017), Paper C, and Matar and Shabaneh (2020). 
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Figure 6 – Fuels used for power generation in the long-run in the status quo and with liberalized 

fuel prices  

(Source: ECRA (2019) for 2018 data; model results for liberalized fuel price scenarios) 

 

 

Compared to the fuel use of 2018, raising oil prices to the market levels would of course displace 

the use of oil by less costly options. Those options come in the form of higher energy efficiency, 

reverse osmosis plants, and renewable technology. The adoption of these technologies results in 

higher natural gas allocation for power generation (Paper C). The investments are shown for the 

power system in Figure 6. In this environment with or without RTP, around 1,700 trillion BTU of 

natural gas are used. The use of natural gas is slightly lower when RTP is applied.  
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The use of natural gas is similar in both liberalized fuel price scenarios. This is because the model 

first makes use of natural gas, and then when gas supply is exhausted, the next least-cost option 

is sought to meet remaining power load. In this case, that option happens to be renewable power 

technologies. Although the natural gas use in both fuel price liberalization scenarios is similar, 

the investment story begins to contrast the effects of RTP on power generation. The power plant 

capacity additions for each fuel price liberalization variant are shown by Figure 7. Without RTP, 

the sector would build 33 GW of solar photovoltaic (PV) plants and 31 GW of natural gas-fired 

combined cycle plants. With households charged the equilibrium real-time prices, PV capacity 

additions fall to 17 GW. That is around a half of the additions of a case that charges the 2017 

electricity prices. Combined cycle capacity falls to 24 GW. In all, around $24 billion in capital 

expenditure would be avoided. With RTP applied, the power load demanded does not decrease 

below the point where only natural gas can be used to satisfy it. The resulting demand response 

can help the power utility recoup the $2.4 billion (9 billion Saudi riyals) it has spent to overhaul 

residential electricity meters. 
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Figure 7 – Investment in new power plants in the long-run when fuel prices are liberalized, 

without and with RTP  

(Source: model results) 

 

Figures 8 and 9 present the long-run marginal power production costs for all four regions of Saudi 

Arabia. They show the costs in the summer and winter without and with RTP. Once deployed, PV 

is typically first in the merit order as it has a zero marginal generation cost. Thus, in the cooler 

winter months when power loads in Saudi Arabia are lower than in the summer, the marginal 

costs during the late morning and early afternoon periods can fall to zero. This is due to the PV 

capacity deployed to meet summertime demand.  

 

With RTP in place, the households’ power loads diminish, which in turn lowers the investment in 

PV. The power loads during the peak period would be lowered. The reduction in PV capacity 
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would result in a flatter ‘duck curve’7 in the summer. This means the power system experiences 

lower ramping up and down of thermal power plants and a higher trough in the summer daytime 

portion of the load curve. Lower PV investment with RTP applied would reduce or eliminate the 

occurrence of zero prices during winter. 

 

All this means is that the power system’s marginal supply cost does not hit the low lows and high 

highs with RTP. Relative to just fuel price liberalization, the consumer in this instance would 

benefit from a more stable electricity price during the year. The key takeaways from this section 

are:  

• In the long-run, real-time electricity pricing would reduce the variability of the 

marginal costs in the power generation sector. 

• During the summer, RTP would be lowest during or surrounding the system peak 

(ECRA, 2020b). This may result in unwanted load shifting to the peak load segment. 

 

 

 

7 ‘Duck curve’ is a term coined by the California Independent System Operator. It stems from the work of Denholm 
et al. (2008), which highlights the effects of PV on the residual load curve throughout the day.  
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Figure 8 – The long-run marginal costs of electricity delivery on a summer weekday after 

liberalizing fuel prices, without and with RTP  

(Source: model results) 

 

 

Figure 9 – The long-run marginal costs of electricity delivery on a winter weekday after 

liberalizing fuel prices, without and with RTP  

(Source: model results) 

 

Although the focus of this particular exercise is on power supply, the results reveal the underlying 

reasons behind the lower electricity demand and the stabilizing the marginal costs. They are 

primarily consistent with the results of Paper F. Looking at the end-consumer’s response to 

higher electricity prices with RTP, the residential modelling framework shows that households 
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both behaviourally adjust and invest in energy efficiency in the long-run. The measures adopted 

reduce the cooling load of the dwellings; thereby having the greatest reduction of power load 

during the middle of the day.  

 

Table 4 – Response measures exercised by households under RTP 

(Source: model results) 

Household 
dwelling type 
and region(s) 

The resulting difference in response between high- and low-income 
households  

Villas in the 
south 

Both high- and low-income households purchase more efficient air 
conditioners, weatherize their homes, and replace lightbulbs. Both 

household groups also adjust the thermostats in the summer, spring, and 
fall, and lower lighting use. High-income households comparatively raise 
the thermostat set-point during the summer peak more than low-income 

households. 

Apartments in 
the south 

Exhibited energy efficiency purchases are the same as those for “Villas in 
the south”. The behavioural response is similar, with the only exception 

being low-income households are the ones who raise the thermostat set-
point during the supper peak more so than high-income households. 

Apartments in 
the west 

Exhibited energy efficiency purchases are the same as those above. The 
difference in behavioural response comes about from low-income 

households raise the thermostat set-point in the spring and fall. Whereas 
high-income households do not. 

Traditional 
houses in the 

south, central, 
and east 

Energy efficiency purchases are the same in both groups. Low-income 
households, unlike high-income ones, also respond by raising the 

thermostat set-point in the spring and fall. In the southern area, high-
income households also respond in the spring and fall but not as starkly. 

 

 

The response measures that are exercised are not the actual measures that would be exercised. 

They are, however, indicative of how households would respond. For one thing, energy efficiency 
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options are constrained in our model. For another, the analysis is performed for archetypical 

dwellings, whereas households are heterogeneous. The response here is similar to Paper F entails 

buying more-efficient air conditioners, lighting, and weatherizing the dwellings. Also, behavioural 

adjustment is exercised by raising the thermostat settings in the summer, spring, and fall. Table 

4 shows how the model results vary between low- and high-income households’ responses to 

RTP. 

 

For example, in all but the western region, low-income households in apartments react more 

drastically by setting their indoor temperatures higher than the base case in the spring and fall 

seasons. Their high-income counterparts do not adjust their thermostats in the spring and fall. 

This is mostly the case, as those with higher income would have higher disposable income after 

electricity prices are raised. The responses described in Table 4 are relative to the base case with 

2017 electricity prices, where households do not react behaviourally or purchase higher energy 

efficiency at all.  

 

1.4. Conclusion 

 

People may not have the full set of information available to them when making decisions. They 

also may not be able to assess every possible option and thus may take shortcuts to make those 

decisions. According to neoclassical economic theory, people ultimately maximize their welfare 
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with similar caveats considered. Like, for example, a limited set of energy efficiency options from 

which to choose. 

 

In this vein, the approach presented in this thesis entails embedding a welfare-maximizing 

economic agent in a building energy simulation. The mathematical framework could complement 

empirical methods. In it, households’ response to various electricity pricing structures is driven 

by the old and new electricity prices, behavioural preferences, and physical factors. It aims to 

merge economic and physical factors influencing electricity demand response to electricity 

prices. The economic agent, specifically a household, responds to various electricity pricing 

schemes by a combination of behavioural adjustments and energy efficiency investment that 

maximizes its utility.  

 

Sticking to the prevailing views in microeconomics, the approach presented in this thesis exhibits 

some limitations. The discrete nature of the linkage of a utility-maximizing agent and building 

energy model means that electricity demand and price (if price is endogenous) at equilibrium are 

approximated. Moreover, since households are heterogeneous, this approach is only meant to 

produce insight given a set of input parameters. It does not aim to predict how all households 

respond to electricity price change.  
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Analyses and developments of the models used for the framework are presented by Papers A, D, 

E, F, G, and H. These papers were produced after previous efforts to incorporate residential 

electricity price response, as detailed by Papers B and C. 

 

The framework calls for hybridizing a microeconomic representation that considers how a 

household chooses among a group of expenditure items in order to maximize its satisfaction, and 

a physical electricity use simulation. It is argued that indoor conditions, which are influenced by 

attributes like outdoor weather conditions and the construction of the dwelling, are important 

in a household’s decision-making process. In its latest version, the modelling framework is 

expanded to account for more price response measures that could be exercised. Namely, 

distinguishing between seasons and hours (peak hours vs. off-peak hours) in setting the 

thermostat set point, turning off lights, shifting or turning off consumer appliances, and energy 

efficiency.  

 

The first version of the approach is introduced by Paper D. It is limited by the number of 

behavioural measures that a household may exercise. Households are only able to adjust the 

thermostat set-point in the summer, spring, and fall at once. Meaning, there is only one measure 

that they may use to respond to electricity pricing changes. Paper D examines the seasonal 

variation in the price elasticities that households may exhibit in response to specific pricing 

schemes. It shows that the imposition of different electricity pricing schemes may cause different 

price elasticities.  
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Paper E introduces seasonal thermostat adjustment as separate actions, turning off lights, or 

shifting of appliance power loads. Papers D and E applied the residential electricity use 

framework to the same four household and dwelling structures in the central region of Saudi 

Arabia. 

 

I find directional consistency among Papers B, D, and E for ToU pricing. Ultimately, air-

conditioning use exhibits the greatest response because I have calibrated the model to 

households that primarily use electricity for cooling. Still, the increased flexibility of distinguishing 

seasons and hourly periods in a day, and the options to reduce electricity use for lighting and 

consumer electronics, yielded a more nuanced response. Compared to Paper D, Paper E resulted 

in a greater response in the summer and a more subdued response in the spring and fall. 

 

Starting from an environment that offers Saudi Arabia’s electricity prices in 2017, Paper E reports 

that a household in Saudi Arabia that has a low preference for electricity moderately adjusts the 

thermostat in response to the price change that took place in 2018. If the ToU prices were 

alternatively set, it would adjust the set-point by 1 oC during the off-peak hours, and by 1.5 oC 

during peak, in the summer; no response is observed in other seasons. RTP, for which Paper E 

takes the electricity prices determined by Paper C, would generate the greatest response. The 

paper additionally found no response in the form of lighting usage, but there is reduced use of 

consumer electronics. Conversely, a high-preference household does not respond to any pricing 

schemes under study. 
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Model results show higher energy efficiency lessens the households’ reaction to higher electricity 

prices. This is especially true in the case of low-electricity-preference households. Higher air-

conditioning energy efficiency performance yields the greatest effects, to a point where the 

households would not adjust their thermostats or their usage of consumer electronics as 

electricity prices change.  

 

Paper F incorporates three additional features to the modelling framework. It introduces the 

capability of long-run response. Several energy efficiency measures are included as possible 

purchase options for a household. There is also an energy efficiency subsidy parameter that may 

also be set from no to full subsidy. Moreover, a different utility functional form is incorporated. 

The household can make electricity price response decisions through different combinations of 

behavioural adjustments and energy efficiency purchase. Given an electricity pricing scheme, the 

household may choose any efficiency option in which to invest, which then also has an impact on 

the profile of the power load curve. Essentially, its decision will have an impact on hourly 

electricity demand information. 

 

Consumers’ welfare loss is significantly abated by subsidization of the energy efficiency 

measures, but the ordinal ranking of the measures is more-or-less the same in the alternative 

electricity pricing scenarios. The subsidy also causes the appearance of an indirect rebound effect 

on the greater economy. With the base case being the 2017 electricity price in Saudi Arabia, the 
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combined measures case still produces the least reduction in welfare in the alternative pricing 

scenarios. Higher thermal insulation benefits the most from a subsidy in terms of highest 

reduction in welfare loss. 

 

The insights gained from the linkage of KEM and the residential electricity modelling framework 

pertain to the effects of real-time electricity pricing scheme in an environment of fuel price 

liberalization in Saudi Arabia. This particular case study consists of breaking up households into 

low- and high-income groups living in archetypical villas, apartments, and traditional houses. 

Different regions within the country are used to account for their particular socio-economic and 

climatic characteristics. 

 

In the case study presented by Paper H, RTP is specified as the time-varying long-run marginal 

costs of electricity supply in the liberalized fuel pricing environment, as specifically output from 

KEM for this section. RTP is offered solely to households, while the electricity prices charged to 

other consumer segments are not changed. Even so, the effects of electricity prices on overall 

load demand are pronounced.  

 

There are two key takeaways from this analysis. First, compared to a situation where RTP is not 

applied, RTP reduces the variability of the marginal costs to Saudi power utilities throughout the 

day. RTP when fuel prices are liberalized is higher than the initial condition of 2017 electricity 
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prices. Hence, lower power loads ensue. Lower loads lead to lower investments in power plants 

in the long-run. This primarily includes lower solar PV additions in the Saudi power system. 

Without energy storage, lower PV additions mitigate the large variability in the marginal cost of 

production between day and night. Lower PV capacity reduces the ramping requirement of the 

thermal plants.  

 

Second, curtailed investment in power plants would more than cover the costs of residential 

smart meter replacements. This case study calculates about $24 billion of less total investment 

over time compared to $2.4 billion in the actual cost of smart meter replacements for all 

residential customers.  
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Appendix A – Model results using a discount rate of 5% for Paper F 

 

The model results presented in Paper F were also run using a discount rate of 5%. The different 

specification tests the sensitivity of the results to the household’s time value of money. Phrased 

differently, it tests whether the household is patient or impatient over the designed lives of the 

energy efficiency measures. Figure a.1 shows the resulting utility changes relative to no added 

efficiency and 2017 electricity prices with no energy efficiency subsidy. Generally, a lower 

discount rate reduces the difference in utility between the energy efficiency options. The greatest 

beneficiary of a lower discount rate is the more stringent thermal insulation options. 

 

In the long-run, a household with a 5% discount rate opts for the combined energy efficiency 

option for all electricity pricing scenarios. This differs from the main results presented in Paper F, 

where the household alternatively chooses to respond more drastically behaviourally and reduce 

the investment in energy efficiency. This result makes sense as a lower discount rate lowers the 

annualized energy efficiency costs. Whereas the behaviour of a household with a higher discount 

rate adjusts more forcefully, a household with a 5% rate only raises its thermostat set-point 

during the peak hours in the summer by half a degree Celsius in the ToU pricing case. The 2017 

and 2018 pricing cases only induce adjustment to the indoor lighting requirement. 
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Figure A. 1 – Effects of the various energy efficiency measures on the welfare of households 

living in a villa in the central region of Saudi Arabia, using a discount rate of 5% (no incentives) 
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Appendix B – Description of income classifications used in Paper H 
  

The distribution of income in society is often measured using the Gini coefficient. The latest 

regional Gini coefficient data for Saudi Arabia were published by The General Authority for 

Statistics (GAStat) (2018). the data collection was part of a survey that started in early 2017 and 

ended in early 2018. Figure B.1 shows the cumulative regional distributions for two groups. The 

groups are classified as cumulatively low- (𝑦1 ) and high-income (𝑦2 ). A condition that the 

cumulative income share of the second group is equal to or higher than that of the first group is 

also stipulated. These two equations or inequalities are used to solve a system of two equations 

and two unknowns for each region. Equation D.1 represents a discrete formulation for the Gini 

coefficient that resembles a Lorenz curve. 

 

𝐺𝑖𝑛𝑖 = 3 −
4𝑦1+2𝑦2

𝑦1+𝑦2
          (D.1) 

 

The cut-off point between the low- and high-incomes groups is the 50% mark. This analysis 

estimates the average monthly incomes in the two areas above and below the 50% mark. They 

are shown in Table B.1. 
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Figure B. 1 – Income distribution among households  

(source: GAStat, 2018; author analysis) 

 

Table B. 1 – Average monthly income levels in each group by region  

(source: author analysis) 

Region of Saudi Arabia Low income (US dollars) High income (US dollars) 

Central 6,525 17,914 

Western 6,646 15,434 

Southern 7,266 14,685 

Eastern 8,340 20,419 
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Annex 2 – Ethics approval documents 
 

This section consists of two documents: 

1.) The ethics screening tool results, shown in Figure 2.1. 

2.) The UPR16 form, shown in Figure 2.2. 

 

Figure 2.1 – Ethics screen tool results 
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